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Vertex Operators and Hall-Littlewood 
Symmetric Functions 
NAIHUAN JING* 
School of Mathematics, Institute for Advanced Study, 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
We consider vertex operators on space V with a parameter t. Their components 
form an associative algebra which is a generalization of the Clifford algebra. A dis- 
tinguished orthogonal basis of V is proved to be the Hall-Littlewood symmetric 
functions. We show that Kostka-Foulkes polynomials (or certain Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials for the aftine Weyl group of type A) are matrix coefficients on the 
space V. We also obtain certain generating functions for the product of Hall- 
Littlewood functions and the Kostka-Foulkes polynomials. 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Vertex operators are defined with the help of infinite dimensional 
Heisenberg algebras. A general treatment of vertex operators and their 
connections with affine Lie algebras and the Monster group can be found 
in the monograph [2]. 
In the present work we consider a vertex operator with an indeterminate 
t. The specializations of t = 0, - 1 are the so-called untwisted and twisted 
vertex operators of certain examples in the general framework [2]. The 
components of the new vertex operators compose an associative algebra A 
over Q(t) generated by ai, a:, ie Z, and 1 and the relations 
a n+lam -ta,a,+l=ta,a,+l--a,+la, 
* * a, a,+, -ta~+,a,*=ta,*+,a~--:a,*+, (1.1) 
a,a,*- 1 - ta,*-la,=ta,+,a,*-aa,*a,+, +(l-f)*Ll,,-l, 
where 6,,, is the Kronecker symbol, and m, n E Z. 
* Partially supported by NSF Grant DMS 8610730 through the Institute for Advanced 
Study. Present address: Department of Mathematics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
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The algebra A has properties analogous to those of the Clifford algebra. 
In fact, the specialization of A to t = 0 is an algebra quite like a Clifford 
algebra up to a shifting of indices. This discrepancy can be cured by 
inserting the middle term in the definition of the vertex operator. In both 
the works [S] and [6] we show that the special cases t = 0 and - 1 lead 
to the symmetric group S, and its double covering group r, as well as the 
Schur symmetric functions and Schur Q-functions. 
Our goal is to show that a special representation (the vertex realization) 
of the algebra A can be identified with the ring of symmetric functions over 
Q(t). One way to define the representation is to let 
a;1=a*;1=0, n>O 
a,.1=0,*.1=1. 
(1.2) 
Then the space of the representation turns out to be A . 1 = A - . 1, where 
A ~ is the subalgebra of A generated by a-.‘~, n E N, and the action is the 
multiplication in A. 
Under the identification, the elements a ~ j,, a -j.l . . u- i.k ‘1 correspond to 
the Hall-Littlewood symmetric polynomials associated to the partition 
2 = (I.,, I,, . ..) A,), 1, z . . . 2 Ak > 0. 
One of the novelties here is that we obtain a new algebraic proof of the 
orthogonality of the Hall-Littlewood functions by means of the algebra A, 
while the original combinatoric proof was due to Littlewood (see for 
example [ 8 ] ). 
Our approach also enables us to express the Kostka-Foulkes polyno- 
mials (or certain Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials) and Green’s polynomials 
in terms of matrix coefficients of the vertex representations. 
The motivation comes from the study of the boson-fermion corre- 
spondence for quantum groups [6]. We hope that the present work will 
shed more light on this problem. On the other hand, it is also interesting 
to see the relation between the present vertex operator representations and 
those for quantum afline algebras [ 1, 73. 
After this paper was finished, we noticed a recent paper of Hoffman [4] 
which contains in a different context some interesting result partly con- 
nected to our special case of t = - 1 (Schur Q-functions). This special case 
was also independently treated in our earlier work [S], which took the 
same approach as in the present work. Hoffman’s work was motivated by 
J. N. Bernstein’s formula [ 13, p. 691 with corresponds to our special case 
of t = 0 (Schur functions). 
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2. VERTEX OPERATORS WITH A PARAMETER t 
Let 6 be the Heisenberg algebra generated by c and e,, n E Z\O, and 
satisfying the relations 
[em, ~ enI = 1 -“t,m, ~m+n,Oc~ Ce,, cl = 0, (2.1) 
where t is a parameter. 
lj has the canonical representation with c = 1 realized on the space 
S(t)-) = Sym(h-) the symmetric algebra generated by e-,, n EN. 
As usual the action is realized by taking e_, as multiplication operators 
on S(t) -) and e, as annihilation operator (n/l - t”)(d/de-,). An example of 
such an action is 
n 
e,e_;l=- 
1-t”’ 
n E N, 
where we let c act as the identity operator. 
We define vertex operators on S(h) as follows: 
i 
1 - t” 
H(z)=exp 1 -e- zn 
n * I i, 
exp 
t7>1 
-n5, q enzpn} 
H,z-“; (2.2) 
H*(z) = exp 
= 2 H,*z”- (2.3) 
Their components are operators on V. 
Remark. (1) If t = 0, H(z) is almost the untwisted vertex operator dis- 
cussed in [S]. For simplicity we omit the middle term in our construction 
of H(z). 
(2) If t = - 1, we think (2.1) is valid only for odd integers and 
F,=o ns2Z+l Ce,@@c; then H(z) is actually the twisted vertex operator 
considered in [ 5 1. 
These observations therefore suggest that the above vertex operators 
may provide a way to put both constructions of vertex operators in a 
proper framework. 
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The space S(h ) has a hermitian structure ( , ) defined by requiring 
that 
e*=e n ~ I, 3 n E Z\O; (2.4) 
thatis, (x,y)=(x.l,y.l)forx,y~S(h~)and (e,x,y)=(x,e.,y). 
From (2.4) we can derive the following relation (2.5) which explains the 
use of notation H*(z). 
(2.5) LEMMA. On the space S(t)- ) one has 
(fJ,)*=H,*, nEN. 
Proof: This is a straightforward fact based on (2.3) and the relation 
(H(z))* = H*(z-‘) 
which is verified from the definition and (2.4). 
From (2.4) we have 
<e-,, e-,> =&, nEN(, 
and more generally we have 
(e_,,e~,2...e-,,,e-,,e-,,,...e-,,)=z,(t)6;,, (2.6) 
where I = (A,, &, . . . . A,) and p = (pr, pZ, . . . . pLI) are two partitions and z;.(t) 
is defined as 
zn( t) = 
n i”‘m,! 
I-l,> I (1 - td,)’ 
E,=(l”‘yQ...). (2.7) 
We also have the notion of normal ordering product defined as usual, 
i.e., 
S(z) H(w): = exp 
i 
1 F e-,(zn + w)n)] 
n>l 
xexp - 1 
i 
1 -P 
~ en(zen + M-‘-‘y 
n>l n 1 
S(z) H*(w): = exp 
i 
C 
n3l 
ve.-,,(Y-wn)} 
xexp - C 
i 
1 -tn -e,(z-“- w-‘f) 
n2l n I 
:H*(w) H(z): = :H(z) H*(w):, 
where we move the annihilator operators to the right of the products. 
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(2.9) PROPOSITION. The vertex operators satisfy the following relations 
on V: 
H(z) H(w) = :H(z) H(w): s, 
H(z) H*(w) = :H(z) H*(w): z, 
H*(z) H(w) = :H*(z) H(w): s. 
ProojI We consider 
H(Z) H(w) = :H(z) H(w): exp 
i[ , 
-,T, Fe,z-n, .?I veAnwn]] 
= :H(z) H(w): exp 
i 
l-t” w  n 
-.+ z 01 
= :H(z) H(w): s, 
where the factor (z - w)/(z - tw) is the formal series in w/z. 
The remaining relations are shown similarly. 
Let us introduce a notation 
e-,z” (2.10) 
where P, are considered as polynomials in e-,,‘s. The first few examples are 
P,= 1, P,=(l-t)e-,, 
l-t2 
P,=- 
2 
e-,+(l--t)2 2 ----cl, 2 
etc. 
It is easy to derive the general formula of P, written as 
1 
P,= I- 
i.+n z2(t) e-i.v 
e_,=e-,,e_,;..e-,,, (2.11) 
where the sum runs over all the partitions ;1 of n. We define P-, =0 
(cf. (2.16)). 
Let us study the algebraic structure of the components of vertex 
operators H(z) and H*(z). 
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(2.12) PROPOSITION. The components of vertex operators satisfy the 
following relations: 
H n+,H,-tH,H,+l=tH,H,+,-H,+,H,; 
H,*H;+,-tH;+,H,*=tH,*+IH;-H;H,*+,; 
H,H,*-, - tH,*-,H,=tH,+,H,*-H,*H,+,+(1-t)26,,,-,. 
Proof Let us use a formal variable approach to prove the relations. 
From (2.9) it follows that 
H(z) H(w) = :H(z) H(w): s. 
Then 
(z - tw) H(z) H(w) + (w - tz) H(w) H(z) 
=:H(z)H(w): [(z-w)+(w-z)]=O. 
Taking components of z-~w-“, we obtain the first relation. 
The second relation is derived by equating the coefficients of P+ ‘VP+ ’ 
in the following relation: 
(z - tw) H*(z) H*(w) - (w - tz) H*(w) H*(z) = 0. 
As for the last one, we consider 
(w- tz) H(z) H*(w) + (z - tw) H*(w) H(z) 
= :H(z) H*(w): 
[ 
(w - tz)(z - tw) + (z - tw)(w - tz) 
Z-W W-Z 
where the expression in the bracket consists of two formal power series in 
w/z and z/w, respectively. 
Let us pause to talk about formal series. We introduce a formal series 
6(x)= 1 xn (2.13) 
ntz 
which can be considered as the a-function. Actually, given a formal series 
f(x) =Lz c,xn, one has the property 
(2.14) 
considered as formal series in X. 
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The general theory of the formal series related to vertex operators is 
developed in [Z]. An alternative way to deal with vertex operators is the 
method of contour integrals (see the Appendix in [2]). In the sequel we are 
going to use both methods to derive the relations among the components 
of vertex operators. 
Now we go back to the proof of (2.12). The above consideration gives 
that 
(W-tz)H(z)H*(w)-(z-tw)H*(w)H(z) 
= :Jqz) H*(w)* (w - tz)(z - tw) 6 !y 
Z 0 Z 
= :H(z) H*(z): (1 - t)* z6 
0 
4 
=(l-t)2zS 3 , 
0 
which implies the last relation. 
Remark. The specialization at t = 0 or - 1 will lead to the relations 
satisfied by the Clifford algebras that were considered in [S]. 
(2.15) COROLLARY. We have the following relations: 
H,H,,-, = tH,-,H,,; 
H,*H,*,,=tH,*,,H,*. 
We can consider the operators H,, or H?, (n > 0) as annihilation 
operators. Actually we have 
(2.16) LEMMA. 
H;l= 0; n>O; 
H*;l =O, n > 0; 
andH,.l=H,*.l=l. 
Proof Consider z as a complex variable; we have 
H, . 1 = 
1 - tm 
1 mep,z” 
??I,1 
where C is a contour around the origin. The other two relations are trivial. 
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It is easy to see that HP,. 1 = P,, so this is consistent with the conven- 
tion P-, = 0. We construct a distinguished orthogonal basis on the space 
WI - 1. 
(2.17) PROPOSITION. For a partition i = (A,, I.,, . . . . Ak), A, 2 .. 2 
Ak > 0, the element H Pi, . . H Lk . 1 can be expressed as 
H >.,H-,;..H j.k.l = n 
1-R. 
rJ P j., P,, . . . P;., ) 
;<il-tR,i - 
where R, is the raising operator defined bJ 
which ensures that the above expression has finite terms. Here 
P (Pl.....Pk) = P,, . . . P,,. 
Proof: For a better presentation we need some notations. Let 
,U = (pI, ,u2, . . . . pk) E Zk, H(z) = CntL H,z-” be an operator and formal 
variables z,, . . . . zk. We define 
H,=H,,H,;..Hp,, 
,P - ,PclTP’2 ‘. -XL1 A2 . ..zr. 
NOW let us use the contour integral approach. 
1 
= (271 J-1,” 
n>l 
where we have used (2.9) and assume that I=,] > ... > Izk 1. Also we denote 
(dz,/z,) ... (dzk/zk) by dz/z. In the sequel, we will omit the factor 
1/(2x J-1)” for simplicity. 
Let I= (A,, 1,, . . . . I”,) and I=z, “.z,; we have 
~-,.l= 
s 
1 p,n ‘i-‘j,-j.+ne 
nsNk 
z, - tzj 
i-cl 
z 
=InFN.p$2( 
1+(t-lp+(t2-t)g+ .‘. 
z, “I > 
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=Jfi2(l+(t-1)R,+(t2-t)R:,+ . ..) 
X SC P&P, l-I 
++‘i di Zi-Zj 
it 2-cicj-ckZimtZj -F .  .  
=jfi2sP,,H-;. I= -.. =Fjz,Pl- 
Remark. The raising operator R, was first introduced by A. Young, 
and later elucidated by D. E. Littlewood (cf. [9]). It is important that the 
order P;., PA, . . . P,, should be fixed when raising operators are applied. 
Now let us study the inner product (HA, . .. HA,. 1, H,, . . . H,, . 1). We 
have a general result written as follows: 
(2.18) PROPOSITION. For two sequences I = (A,, . . . . A,) and p = (pl, . . . . pLI) 
of integers, the matrix coefficient (H,, . . . HA,. 1, H,, . . . H,, . 1 ) is equal to 
the coefficient of z-‘w-” of the formal series 
I-I 
1 - tziwj 
n 
zi-zj wi-wj 
-n- 
l<i<k lAziwj l~i<j~kZi-tZj,~icjCIWi-tWj’ 
(2.19) 
12 j2/ 
where the factors are formal power series in z,w,, zj/zi and wjJwi, 
respectively. 
ProoJ By the definition of the vertex operators we know that 
coefficient of zP1weP in the following formal (H,.l, H,.l) is the 
expression: 
<&I )...H(zk).l, H(w,).-.H(w,).l). 
Using (2.9) we have 
(H(z,)...H(z,). 1, H(w,) ... H(w,). 1) 
x (:H(z,)... H(z,):. 1, :H(w,)-..H(w,):. 1) 
=,<pj<,~Jj<,iy+ . . 
cc 1-t” 
exp 1 ( { -em z? n 1 1 O3 l-t” ” I 3 exP c - n e-,wy ?I=1 fZ=l I> 
ISiCk l<iCI 
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m 1-p 
. l,exP C 
( i 
* l-t” 
-e,zy exp 1 
n=l n I i 
-e-.wy 
?7=1 n I> 
lCi<k I<r<k 
where the last expression is obtained by e, . 1 = 0 and repeated use of the 
relation 
{ 
m 1-t” 
exp C 
n=l n 1 1 
OrJ 1-t” 
-enzl exp C - 
n=l n 
e-,wy 
I 
=exp C - 
i 
cc 1-t” 
n=l n 
e-,wy exp 1 
i i 
cc 1-t” ,), 
-enLi 
n=l n I 
xexp C 
i 
m  A$ (ziwj)n} 
II= I 
1 
2- 1-t” 
=exp C 
m 1-t” 
-e_,wy exp C -e 
I i n=l n 
A I 
1 - tz;w, 
n=l n 
1 -,-;q 
Next, we give an orthogonal basis in the space V. 
(2.20) PROPOSITION. The set of uectors {HP j, . 1 1 L = (A,, . . . . Ak) is a par- 
tition, i.e., jl 1 2 A2 3 . . . 3 lk 2 0} forms an orthogonal basis of the space of 
the vertex representation. More explicitly, for two partitions A= (%, , . . . . A,) 
and p = (p,, . . . . ,u,) we have 
(H-j.. 1, HP,. 1) = b,(t) 6,,, (2.21) 
where b,(t)=ni~,~,,,j.,(t), qS,(t)=(l-t)(l-t’)...(i-t’), and ~~(3.) is 
the number of occurrence of i in A. 
We postpone the proof of (2.21) to the end of this section. We remark 
that if A= (A,, . . . . A,) is a sequence then the vector HP;., . . . HP1,. 1 can be 
expressed in terms of the linear combination of HP,,, . . He.,, . 1, 
P = (P, 9 . . . . p[) is a partition, i.e., p, > pz > . . Z p,. This follows easily from 
(2.12). For example, by (2.12) we have 
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Assuming m < n and [ $(n - m)] = s, the above relation will give us the 
expression 
1 
tHp,Hp,+C;=, (t’+‘--i~l)H-(,-i~H-(,+j,, 
H-,H_,= tH-,H-,+C~~~ (t’+‘--i-‘)H-(,-j~H-(,+j) 
+ (r-l - t”) H-(,-,)H-(,+,,, 
where n -m = 2s + 1 and 2s, respectively. 
Let us show that the set {HP,. 1 } is a basis of V under the assumption 
(2.21). We need to introduce a gradation on V. 
(2.22) DEFINITION. The gradation deg on V is defined by 
deg(e’?,e’?z ...eY;) = m, + 2m, + ... + kmk, mien+. 
Then the space V has the decomposition 
v= Q v”, V”= (UE Vldeg(v)=n}. (2.23) 
PI‘EZ’ 
The construction of V implies that the q-character of V is given by 
1 
ch V= 1 (dim V”)q”= n - 
?I>0 n2l l-4”’ 
(2.24) 
where the last equality is given by the decomposition 
V= Sym(h-) = G Sym(e-,), 
n=l 
(2.25) 
where Sym(e-,) is the symmetric algebra generated by e-,. 
On the other hand, a simple argument comparing- coefficients of (2.2) 
will give the following result. 
(2.26) PROPOSITION. The operator H, maps Vk onto Vk-“. Thus 
deg(H_,;..H_,;l)=~,+~,+ ... +A,. 
Now we can prove the completeness of the set (HP,. l}. Let V’ be the 
subspace generated by linear combinations of H-, . 1. For a given n there 
are p(n) vectors of the form HP,. 1 such that il = (A,, . . . . &) is a partition 
of n and they are all of deg = n. Here p(n) is the number of partitions 
of n. Since {H-j.. l} is a set of orthogonal vectors, they are linearly 
independent. By this we arrive at 
ch V’ = 1 p(n) q” = nG, $--+ = ch V. 
n,l 
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Therefore V= V’, which implies the completeness of the set {HP j. . 1 > j.. 
Now let us prove the orthogonality (2.21) of the set {H -;. . 1) j.. 
(2.27) LEMMA. The inner product ( , ) has the orthogonal property: 
(V”, V)=O, (f m#n. 
Inparticular, (H-,,...H-,,.l, H-,,,...H-,;I)=0 ifC3Li#Cpi. 
Proof. V/” is the subspace of vectors of degree m. By the definition (2.4) 
of ( , ) it immediately follows that (u, u ) = 0 if u E V”, u E I/“, and m # n. 
Proposition (2.26) implies the particular case. 
We first look at the simplest case (H_, . 1, H-, 1) = 6,,,( 1 - t), which 
is a consequence of the following lemma: 
(2.28) LEMMA. For m, nE IV, u’e have 
HT,,Hp, . 1 =6,.,(1 -t) 
and H,* H-, . 1 = tH+, ‘1. 
Proof From (2.12) it follows that 
HP,H~,,=tH~,H*,,+tH”,,,+,,H-,,+I, 
-H-(,+1) H+(n+ I) + (1 - t)’ d,.,. (2.29) 
By (2.16) we then have 
H’,H_;l=tH”,,+,,H-,,+,,.l+(l-t)*6,., 
= t’H5C,,+2,H~C,,+z,~ 1 + (1 + t)(l - t)‘6,,.,, 
= = t”H*,,,+.,,ff -(m+.T).l +(I -t”)(l--t)~m., 
for any integral s > 1. We may assume 1 tI < 1. Taking s -+ co, we obtain 
that HT,H~,,,~l=(l-t)6,.. 
As for H,* H-, .I we use (2.29) again and combine with H?, HP,,, . 1 = 
6,.,(1 - t) to obtain that 
H,*Hm m- 1 =tH_,,,H;.l +tH”,,+,,H-,-1 
= tHp,. 1, 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
More generally we have the following important relation. 
607f87!?-7 
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(2.30) PROPOSITION. Let ,I= (A,, . . . . A,, A,, . ..) be a partition with the 
4%) 
occurrence m(A) of the largest parts, and 1 be the partition obtained from 1 
by removing a largest part, i.e. I= (A,, . . . . A,, I,, . ..). Then for n > A, we have 
- 
m(i) - 1 
H’,H-,a 1 = 6,J 1 - t’@)) H-x. 1. 
ProoJ: We show this by induction on the number Z(A) = k of the parts 
of A. The initial step is Lemma (2.28). By (2.29) it follows that 
HT,H-,’ l=tH~,,HT,H-x.l+tH~,,+,,H-,,,+,,H-x.l 
-H -(Al+ 1) H*,,+,,H_x.1+(1-t)26,,1,H_X.1. 
By the inductive assumption we have 
H-,,H%,H-xJ =&Jl -t”‘(“)-‘) H-,.1; 
HT,,+,,H-1.1 =O. 
so 
H*,H-, .1 = 6,Jt - t”@)) H-x. 1 + (1 - t)2 &,,,,H-x. 1 
+tH*(,+1,H-cn,+l,H-x.l. 
Now we want to show that for this particular il 
H*,,+,,H-,j.,+,,H~:.l=‘,,,(l-t)H~x.l. (2.31) 
In fact, using (2.29) we have 
H*(n+l) H -(i.l+l) Hpx.l 
=~H-(~.,+I)H*(“+,)H-I.~+~H*(,+~)H-(~,+~)H--x.~ 
-H -(l,+z)H*(,+2)H--~.l+(l-t)~6,.1,H-~.l 
=tH*,,+,,H~,,,+2,H-r.l+(l-t)26,,n,H-~.l 
by the inductive assumption. Continuing in the same manner, we have for 
sa2 
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Assuming 1 tI < 1 and taking s -+ co, we obtain (2.31). Therefore we have 
HT,H-, 1=6,~,,(t-t”‘~‘)H~;.1+(1-t)26,,,,H~;~1 
+t(l-t)6,.,,H-;.l 
=6,,,,(1 -t+)) HpZ. 1, 
which completes the inductive argument. 
Since the formulat (2.30) is very useful, we include another proof by the 
contour integral. By definition it follows that 
s dz dw H:,Hp,. 1 = H*(z) H(w~)...H(w~).~z~W~~~ 
= :H*(z) H(w,)...H(w,):.l 
I 
XrI 
wi-u; k z-tw, n -,dzdw 
-I-I -zw --, i<jWi-ttU;j=l z-w, z w 
where the integral is carried on the contours C,, C,,,, . . . . C,, surrounding 
the origin. Here CZ is of radius IzJ, and 1~1 > Iwr I > ... > IwkI. 
Pick a contour C,, within C,,.,, i.e., 1 wk ) > lz’l. Fixing w, from Green’s 
theorem for z it follows that 
HT,H-Jo. 1= i $ :H*(z)H(w,)...H(w,):.l 
j-1 "j 
wi-w, k z-tw. 
xrI--- n- 
,,,,-,dzdw 
,<, wi- twjj,, z- wj z w 
+I :H*(z) H(w,)...H(w,):.l lbf,l> ... >lWkl>1Z’1 
w,-w, k z-tw, n -,dzdw 
XII- n -zw -- i<jw-twji=, z-wj z w’ 
where the first summand is a sum of integrals around the poles z = wj and 
the second is around z = 0. We relax the ,I to be a k-tuple integer with 
A,> ... >&a0 and n>l,. Apparently the integrand in the second 
summand has a zero of order n and the first integrant has a simple pole 
at ~3. Note that 
where A means the omission. 
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Therefore we have 
HT,H-;l= 5 CH(M’l)...~~)...H(WI;).l 
j=l 
j-1 tw.- w. 
XrI i_,~(l-t)w~w-“~+6..orlH-j,.l. 
If we integrate against wj on C,,, only the constant term of 
n{: i (tw, - wj)/( wi - tw,) will contribute to the integral by the relation 
lwrl > . . . > lwkl and “21,. Hence we have 
m(A) 
H+,,H_,. 1= 1 6,,,,(1- t) tiplH_x. 1 +6n,,tkH-A. 1 
j=l 
= 6,,,,(1 - P’(“)) HeI. 1 + G,,,#Hpn. 1, (2.32) 
which is a slightly generalized form. 
Now we can easily prove the orthogonality of the vectors HP,. 1. For 
two partitions 1 and ~1 of the same integer 111= 1~1, we have for 1,>,~r 
(H-2,. 1, H-p. 1) = (Hp;.l, H?A, H-b. 1) 
= (H-; . 1, 6,,,,( 1 - tm’“‘) HP,. 1) (2.33) 
=S,,,,(l - tm(p))(H-x. 1, HP,. 1) 
where the partitions 1, p are obtained from I or p by removing the largest 
part. Repeating (2.33) we have proved that 
(H-I, . 1, HP, . 1) = 6&(t), 
where b,(t) = I-Ii,, #m,(j.)(t)y qdr(t) = ny=, (1 - tj), and mi(;l) is the 
occurrence of i in 2. 
3. THE RING OF SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS OVER Q(t) 
In this section we will define a l-l correspondence between the space V 
of vertex operators and the ring of symmetric functions over Q(t). 
Let us recall some basic notions of symmetric functions over Q(t). 
A comprehensive exposition can be found in the beautiful monograph [8]. 
Let ft, = H[x,, ,.., x,lSn be the ring of symmetric polynomials, and nf: 
the additive subgroup of symmetric polynomials of degree k. The natural 
imbedding of A,, 1 into A, induces the imbedding Ak, +n 4 At, m, n E Z+, 
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which means that the set {At},,, is a system of the inverse limit. We let 
Ak be the inverse limit of the system {,4:},,,. 
The ring of symmetric functions is the graded ring 
A= @ Ak, Ak./i’+/jk+‘, (3.1) 
k>O 
where the multiplication is induced from the usual product of polynomials. 
Let t be a parameter or an indeterminate over Z; then the ring 
A@, C?(t) is the ring of symmetric functions over o(t). 
Let P,, be the symmetric function given by the nth power sum. For 
partitions A. = (A,, . . . . Jk) the power sums pr. = P;.,P;.~ . . *pj,+ give a basis of 
A@, C!(t). We also introduce an inner product ( , ) on A@, Q(t) by 
requiring that 
where zJt) is defined in (2.7). 
There is a distinguished basis in A@, a(t), which is the deformation of 
the Schur function. These symmetric functions are caiied the Hail- 
Littlewood functions. They were first defined indirectly by P. Hall in terms 
of the Hall algebra and then directly by D. E. Littlewood [9]. 
Let 1 be a partition of length 6n; here the length of 1 is the number of 
parts in A. The Hall-Littlewood polynomial associated to R. is defined as 
Lj,b, 1 ..., x,; t) = (1 _ f)Oj-) C M, xi;~ . . .x- n xi-- 
( > 
, 
,<j xI-xj 
(3.3) 
M’ E s,, 
where l(A) is the length of 1. The action of w  on x’;’ ... xp is defined by 
w(xY’ . . .x;) = X$,) . . xf;,,. 
The polynomials L,(x,, . . . . x,; t) are deformations of the Schur polyno- 
mials (t = 0) as well as Schur Q-polynomials (t = - 1 ), which can be found 
in [8] or [S]. 
It is easy to see that 
L,(x, 3 ‘.., x,, 0; t) = L,(x,, ..., x,; t) (3.4) 
which enable us to define the Hall-Littlewood function Li. as the limit of 
the associated polynomials when n -+ co. 
Now we relate the space V of vertex operator with the ring A 0, Q(t) 
via the following important correspondence. 
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(3.5) DEFINITION. The characteristic mapping i from V to A 0, Q(t) is 
defined as follows: For a partition A= ( 1”12”2 . . . kmk) we let 
z(eE’, eT22 . . . e’lkk )=py-pl;Z...p~=p2, 
Then extend t to be Q(t)-linear to obtain a mapping: V+ A 0, Q(t). 
Next we state one of the main results of this paper. 
(3.6) THEOREM. The mapping z is an isometric isomorphism between V 
and A Oa Q(t). 
Proof: From our construction of I it follows that z is a homomorphism. 
Comparing the graded characters of the two spaces we know that z is an 
isomorphism. 
The isometry follows from the definitions of both inner products on V 
and A Oz Q(t). Namely, we have 
(Pi? P,> = SAflzA(r)Y (cf. (3.3)) 
and 
(e-2, epp> =aipzn(f) (cf. (WI, 
where we denote e-,=eP,,e-,,-..eP,,. 
Let us look at the images of the vectors HP,, ... H_,, . 1. It turns out 
they are the Hall-Littlewood functions. We first study the simplest case of 
H-,.1. 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. Let q1 denote the image of H-, . 1; then 
41(x 1, ***, x,;t)=(l-t) i: x; n - 
i=l izj xi-xi 
= L&l, ..*, x,; 1). 
Proof. The generating function of q, is given by 
z’H_;l 
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Then for indeterminates -x1, x2, . . . . x, we have 
where we used the formal series log( 1 - x) = -C,“= , x”/n. 
By the usual rule of partial fractions we obtain 
n l-fX.Z n 2=1+(1-t) i I ;=l l-xiz i= 1 1 l:,z~i~~ 
in which the coefficient of z’ is 
(l-t) i: “‘,JJg; 
i= I 1 I 
which proves (3.7). 
Let A = (1,) . . . . 1,) be a partition. Applying the map I to the relation in 
(2.17) we obtain 
1-R. 
z(H-,,H-,;..H_j.;l)= n r/ 
;<jl-tR,i 9.ij4i.2 . 9j.k’ (3.8) 
which is exactly the Hall-Littlewood function L, (see [S]). Therefore, we 
arrive at 
(3.9) PROPOSITION. For a partition 2 we have 
I(H~,, . ..H_.j... l)=L,. 
As a consequence of (3.9) and (2.21) we also prove that 
which shows that Hall-Littlewood polynomials are an orthogonal base of 
A 0, Q(t). 
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Remark. One can also use (3.8) and the coincidence of q,, with L(,, to 
show directly that the polynomials are Hall-Littlewood polynomials. This 
is due to the fact that (3.8) ensures that the matrix between z(H-, . 1) and 
4p = 9/L, . . .4p, is a lower triangle. Then combining this with the 
orthogonality it follows that r(H-, . 1) are the Hall-Littlewood polyno- 
mials. 
To conclude this section, we use vertex operators to give a generating 
function for the product of Hall-Littlewood functions. 
For two portions p, v, by (2.20) there exist polynomials f;“(t) E Z[t] 
such that 
wherefi,(t) were used to define Hall-Littlewood polynomials originally by 
P. Hall (cf. [S]). 
(3.10) PROPOSITION. Forp=(pl ,..., pk), v=(v, ,..., v,),andA=(A, ,..., A,) 
the polynomials f i,(t) are the coefficients of z;~l . . . z;pk wry1 . . . 
WI I 
-viu-j.l.. . u-Am 
m of the formal series 
I-I 
zi-zj wi-wj 
---l-I- 
ui - uj 
n- 
~~~~j~kZi~tZj~<~~j<~Wi~tWj~<i~j<mUi~tUj . . . . . . 
where the factors are formal power series in zjlzi, wj/wi, uj/ui, ziuj, and 
WiUj, respectively. 
Proof By definition it follows that f;,(t) is the coefficient of 
-p’1... 
Zl ‘k 
p~kw-Yl.. . ~-~fu-~l.. . u-Am of the formal series 
1 l 1 m  
(H(z,)“‘H(z,)-1 H(w,)“‘H(w,)‘l,H(u,)“‘H(u,).l) 
by repeatedly using (2.9). A similar argument using (2.18) will finish the 
proof. 
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4. KOSTKA-FOULKES POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we introduce another vertex operator on V which 
realizes the Schur functions on the space I’. Then we show that their matrix 
coefficients with H(z) will give the Kostka-Foulkes polynomials (or certain 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for the affine Weyl group of type A) and 
derive a generating function for them. 
(4.1) DEFINITION. The vertex operator X(z) on V is defined as 
where X, is an operator on V and {e,} satisfy (2.1). 
By the analogous arguments we can easily prove the following 
statements: 
(4.2) PROPOSITION. On V we have 
lCi<]<k 
(1+(-,)-x(;&):. 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. For a partition A= (A,, II,, . . . . lk) we have 
x ~ 2 . 1 =det(s+i+j), 
where s, is given by exp(Clp, I e in P/n) = C,“= D s,,z”. 
Proof: Let zl, . . . . z& be complex numbers. 
Choose contours C,, . . . . C, for zi, . . . . zn surrounding the origin such that 
C, is inside of Ci+ , . Denote the special partition (k - 1, k - 2, . . . . 1, 0) by 6. 
Then one has 
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where we used (4.2) and the definition of s,. 
From the Jacobi-Trudi formula of Schur functions it folows that 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Under the mapping z gioen by (3.5), X1. 1 will 
correspond to the Schur function sj. associated to the partition A = (A,, . . . . A,). 
The Kosta-Foulkes polynomials (or the t-analogue of Kostka number) 
K,,,(t) are defined for all p < A by 
si.= C 
1 
-&p(t) &Oh 
p<i. bP(t) 
(4.5) 
where b,(t) is given in (2.20). Thus we obtain 
(4.6) PROPOSITION. The Kostka-Foulkes polynomials are matrix coef- 
ficients of vertex operators. More explicitly, 
K,,(t) = (X-, . 1, H-, . 1). 
We remark that the polynomial K,,(t) is a certain Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomial for the afhne Weyl group of type A up to a power of t (see 
[ll, 61). In [6] we give an exposition of this connection with the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. 
There is no explicit formula for the polynomial K,,(t) up to date. We are 
less ambitious of it; however, we would like to give a generating function 
for K,,(t) using vertex operators. 
(4.7) PROPOSITION. For two partitions I > p, the Kostka-Foulkes polyno- 
mial KAJt) is the coefficient of zi.wu in the following formal series 
where the numbers of variables zl, . . . . zk and w,, . . . . w, are no less than the 
number of parts in I and p respectively. Also the formal series are in zj/zi, 
wj/wi, and ziwj respectively. 
Proox By (4.6) the polynomial K,,(t) is the coefficient of zi.wP in the 
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inner product (X(z,)...X(z,).l, H(w,)...H(w,).l), k,l>Z(p). Then the 
proposition is a consequence of the relations 
H*(wi) H*(w,) = :H*(wi) H*(w,): w’-w’, 
wi - tw, 
(4.8) 
H*(w) X(z) = :H*(w) X(z): M’ 
W-Z’ 
and 
(X(z,) . . . X(z,) . 1, H(w,) . . . H(w,) 1) 
= (H*(w;‘) . . . H*(w,‘) X(z,). .‘X(Z,). 1, 1). 
The details are analogous to the proof of (2.18) or (3.10). 
Let t --) 1, we obtain a generating function for the Kostka number K,,( 1 ), 
which can be used to determine the multiplicities of weight spaces in a 
finite-dimensional representation of the Lie algebra gI(n) (see [ 121). 
Remark. We also can represent Green’s polynomial (cf. [ 3, S] ) in terms 
of matrix coefficients. Namely, for two partitions 3. and p, we have that the 
Green’s polynomial Xi(t) is given as 
which can be used to determine the characters of GL,(IF,) (cf. [3]). 
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